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MISSION STATEMENT:
Educate and inspire every student to achieveexcellence.
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Valedictorian and Salutatorian Announced! Brynley Smith	Andy Collins
It is with great pleasure	It is also with great pleasure that we announce this year’s                                               that we announce this year’s Valedictorian, Brynley Smith.                                               Salutatorian, Andy Collins. Brynley is the daughter of                                               Andy is the son of Jill and Ricky Diane and Brian Smith of South                                               Collins of Otselic. He will be Otselic. In the fall, Brynley will                                               attending Le Moyne College be attending SUNY New Paltz to                                               to dual major in Business major in Business Management.                                               Management and Leadership In high school, Brynley has                                               and Information Systems. While
been a member of Band, Science Club, Book Club,	in high school, Andy participated in Book Club, the Otselic Valley Strategic Planning Committee, the	Envirothon, Science Club, Student Government, Student Advisory Council, National Honor Society	Yearbook, Ski Club, Band and Drama Club. He was and Students Against Destructive Decisions (SADD).	also selected for National Honor Society and is cur-She was Class President her freshman and sopho-	rently the Senior Class President. As a sophomore, more years and Varsity Soccer Captain. Since she was	Andy participated in the Hugh O’Brian Youth seven years old, Brynley has been an active member	Leadership Conference at Utica College to represent of the United States Equestrian Federation (USEF).	Otselic Valley. While in high school, Andy balanced Throughout her high school career, she has traveled	work and school by working at the Ski Company to many states competing in all different types of	and Lowe’s. During his senior year, Andy received competitions. This year, Brynley was honored at the	the New York State Association of School Business Scholar Recognition Banquet in Oneonta NY which	Officials Delaware-Chenango-Otsego Chapter is sponsored by The Daily Star newspaper and area	Business Student Scholarship and Le Moyne’s Dean’s businesses. We wish her success at New Paltz!	Scholarship. We wish him success at Le Moyne!
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MISSION Educate and inspire every student to achieve excellence

VISION
We aspire to be a model school that empowers all students to realize their unlimited potential.

CORE BELIEFS • Students are our first
priority.
• Every student can learn.
• We hold high expectations for all.
• We cultivate creativity and innovation.
• We create a safe, engaging learning environment that nurtures the whole child.
• A partnership among students, staff, families, and community is necessary to achieve success.
• We support equitable opportunity for everyone.
• Everyone is treated with respect and dignity.
• We foster good citizenship and public service.
 OTSELIC VALLEY CENTRAL SCHOOL

Superintendent’s Message

As I reflect on my first year as superintendent, it’s clear how many reasons our district has to be proud. Even so, we are well positioned for growth. If we keep in mind the end goals we’re working toward and the firm foundation that we add to daily, we will fulfill our mission as a district.
To explain where we are and where we’re going, here are main points from the “State of the District” over-view. It’s also available in its entirety on our website.

Foundations

The district has a well-established curricular program and an array of opportunities related to structure, collaboration, and cultural growth. We are also committed to professionally assisting teachers and helping them strengthen instructional practices.

Strategic Planning

Going through the strategic planning process was necessary for chart-ing a new, unified direction for the district. It provided the alignment, organization, and goals that will function as our “true North” on a roll-ing three-year basis, especially through clear Mission, Vision, and Core Belief statements.

Committee Structure

Establishing a committee structure has reinforced the district’s new systematic approach to increased connections and inclusivity. This organizational culture shift will help us increase collaboration and effectiveness.

Challenges and Opportunities

We continue to face challenges, from P-12 school identity to assorted divides within our school community. We need to make collaboration truly effective and more than an ideal, and begin to build bridges that will shape a new identity for Otselic Valley.

A High-Performing Rural School

With clear focus and expectations, we are setting the course toward improved, measurable student achievement. True change will occur when authentic instruction and relationships coupled with the Strategic Plan provide the optimum learning environment for all students.

Pathway to High Performance

We have few barriers to effective instruction, especially compared to many school districts; for example, our classes are small, our resources are healthy, and the community is supportive. Still, we need to do more, including consistent progress monitoring, higher order thinking, and much improved reading for every student in every grade.

Accountability and Expectations
All students can learn; high expectations are set for all. In the past some student cohort groups have had outcome expectations set low, and these generalizations diminished students before they began. All students deserve educators who believe in their capacity to learn.
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ECHOES FROM THE VALLEY Superintendent’s Message, continued

Growth Mindset

Our district needs to expend more energy on best practices, and we need to ensure that feedback given to educators is meaningful and relevant to our desired outcomes. Our profes-sion isn’t easy, but we can support one another to improve and grow daily.

Professional Development and Best Practices All professional development must directly
reflect the Strategic Plan in order to support all students. The district will have student data to demonstrate true outcomes for students in the coming months and years. Progress monitoring will inform staff of students’ standards-based needs, which in turn will shape and direct instructional best practices.

Technology

Using technology for instruction must include critical thinking as an outcome for students. The connection between improved instructional use of technology and the rigor/relevance frame-work isn’t as clear as it needs to be.

Facilities

While our facilities are beautiful, safe, and functional, we can make improvements. Future work should likely focus on completing build-ing additions that were eliminated from the capital project five years ago, and on reimagin-ing current spaces to accommodate academic experiences like STREAM (science/technology/ reading and writing/English/art/math).

Financial Planning

The district continues to operate from a posi-tion of strength in both short- and long-term planning, which is a credit to leadership past and present. Going forward, the district should strategically plan projects through a 25-year lens, and effectively manage debt so we don’t incur negative tax cap implications.

Looking Forward
We have essential pieces in place to support meaningful growth and performance outcomes for every student. As we keep a keen eye on our new mission, vision, and core beliefs, together our challenge is not to be burdened by the weight of expectations, but to be freed by the hope of opportunity.
 3




Space Camp
Save the dates! A FREE Space Camp for students in grades K-6 is coming to Otselic Valley this summer. On Mondays through Thursdays, August 5-22, all kinds of free, reading-rich activities will be happening here (breakfast/ lunch and transportation will be provided). We had a blast with the Harry Potter themed camp last year, and now we want to head to the stars! Watch our website and Facebook page for more information.




Scholar Recognition Program Otselic Valley was one of the 41 schools participating
in the annual Scholar Recognition Program and banquet held at SUNY Oneonta in May. The program enhances relationships between the business community, schools, and institutions of higher and continuing education while recognizing outstanding scholastic achievement by a member of the graduating classes of the public, private and parochial secondary schools in the DCMO and ONC BOCES supervisory area.
Students are chosen on the basis of scholarship, as well as leadership and service to school and/or community. Local grades, Regents scores, and other formal measures may be used in the selection process. The program also recognizes teachers nominated by each student scholar for having a beneficial influence on their education.
This year’s awardees from Otselic Valley were student Brynley Smith and teacher Carolina O’Connor.
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Pictured with the Superintendent Rob Berson and the Smith and O’Connor families: Mr. James H. Reynolds, Sidney Federal Credit Union President/CEO, and SFCU branch managers
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2019 Library Support Staff of the Year
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We are pleased to announce that the DCMO BOCES School Library System has named Otselic Valley’s 6th grade teacher Lori Youngs the 2019 Library Support Staff of the Year. Mrs. Youngs was nominated by Mrs. Julie
Hammer, our school librarian, who had this to say: “Lori Youngs is a library enthusiast. She under-
stands that the library is the center of literacy in our school. Including the library in our summer school program? Lori is an advocate, because student choice from a strong book collection is essential to building lifelong readers. E-books? Graphic novels? The Sunday comics? Readable non-fiction? Poetry? Picture books for all ages? Wordless books? Interlibrary loan? Bring them on. Lori uses all of these library materials in her student centered literacy curriculum.
“Reading is thinking,” is Lori’s mantra. Real lit-eracy—not just words, but understanding, discussing, and sharing good books—is the heart of her vision.
“Lori thinks like a librarian, which is very high praise. She is a collaborator; we have spent many hours discussing units, digging deeper into curriculum, and finding resources to support student learning. She is open to new experiences and she loves books, but not all books (because what true reader loves all books?). Through her example and her making space in her classroom for students to find and read books they love, she thinks like a librarian.”
Notably, Mrs. Youngs’ award was accepted on her behalf by Mrs. Hammer and Superintendent Rob Berson. She couldn’t attend the special DCMO BOCES library event because she was was supporting her students during their 6th Grade Parent Breakfast and orientation for 7th Grade, of course.
 OTSELIC VALLEY CENTRAL SCHOOL

American Flags
As you look around South Otselic at this time of year, you will see American flags—about 30 of them high on poles, proudly flying streetside. Danny Roodenburg, a 7th grader at Otselic Valley Central School, and Mr. Bill Wentworth, a community leader, did that.
The American flags are a project of the Otselic Valley Improvement and Preservation Association, Mr. Wentworth told us. “Three or four years ago Danny asked me if he could help and I said sure.”
Danny’s Mom, Wendy Roodenburg, explains that this is more than a passing interest of Danny’s. “Around January or February every year he starts asking about hanging flags in the spring. He just loves it.”
Mr. Wentworth and Danny handle the job with care and safety in mind. “If Danny doesn’t want to work on a particular pole, I take care of it,” he said. But Danny’s experience has made him increasingly capable and confident. On a recent bright, clear spring day just right for hanging flags, Danny and Mr. Wentworth talked together about which flag is the right length for a particular pole. They aren’t all the same, appar-ently, but they’ve volunteered to get things just right. “He keeps an eye on them too,” Mr. Wentworth explained. “If he sees one wrapped around a pole, he
lets me know.”
The American flags fly in South Otselic a little earlier than they used to, now that Danny and Mr. Wentworth try to get them up in time for Fishing Heritage Day. They are expected to remain in place through the 4th of July.
We recently asked Danny what he likes about flags. He stood a little taller and his eyes got brighter as he explained, smiling: “Everything!”
ECHOES FROM THE VALLEY	5

FFA 2019 Fishing Heritage Day Tractor Show Bigger and Better Than Last Year, with a Petting Zoo Twist!
file_616.png

Fifty-one tractors from around the area traveled to South Otselic for the annual FFA tractor show on May 18, 2019. Tractors featured were:
Ira Brown’s John Deere 2020, Paul Curtis’ 1466 International Black stripe, Wayne Gillette’s 1950 Ferguson and IH Cub 123 Hydro, Don Fuller’s McCormick Standard W4 Deering and Jay Graham’s Ford 8700.
file_617.png

Cal Hite’s IH Lo-Boy (Cub), Brad Hotaling’s Oliver Row Crop, John Kenyon’s Massy, Harry Marvin’s David Bradley and 1940 Speedex and Steve Moyer’s Ford 8-N. Allyn Proskin’s Allis Chalmers WD 45 diesel, Allis Chalmers C, and Allis Chalmers 175 Crop Hustler,Oscar and Peter Robinson’s John Deere 2840, John Deere 2940, John Deere 2010, John Deere 4020 diesel, John Deere 2520 diesel, John Deere 50, John Deere 60, and Farmall M, Randy Rounds’ Captain Blueberry, his Ford 9600 pulling tractor, and Wayne
file_618.png

Smith’s 1940 Farmall H.
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Ethen Stafford’s 1942 Speedex, Claude Staley’s Ferguson 30, Ferguson 35, Ferguson 40, Ferguson 50,David Brown Selectamatic 1200, McCormick Farmall H, Allis Chalmers CA, John Deere G and Minneapolis Moline G, the Stark Family’s Farmall A, Cub 149 Hydro, Cub 73, Cub 126, Massy Harris44, John Deere B, and Ford 5610, Mike Stone of J&D Farms brought the John Deere 7200R and 30’ Kuhn hay merger, Tom Walcek’s Cockschutt 30, Cockschutt 20(43), Coskschutt, 540, Cockshutt 560 (1958), Ford 5000, and Farmall H, and Kit Warren’s and Mark’s 1937 Farmall F12.
Arnie Huntley sent an impressive collection of seven hit and miss engines, too.
We also featured a petting zoo of dairy goat kids, boer goat kids, chickens and ducks. Thank you to our members Cole Warren for bringing the goats, Aspen Grisolini for bringing her chickens and Dan Roodenburg for bringing his ducks.
file_620.png

The FFA thanks the tractor and engine owners for their support in making such a great show! The FFA also thanks Peter Robinson, Nick, Kent and Kurt Stark, Carlton and Normajean Stark, Eric and Jesica Warren, Patsy and Brian Graham, Chenango County 4-H, BJ and Kellie Bishop, Wendy Roodenburg, Kelcie Hofmann and Oscar and Betty Robinson for their hard work in making this show happen, too.
Respectfully submitted, Aspen Grisolini, FFA Reporter
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3rd Annual Career Day
The 3rd Annual Career Day hosted by Student	Most importantly, you can change your experience by Government was another great opportunity for	changing where you put your attention.
Vikings in grades 7-12 to hear from area professionals	Many thanks to this year’s presenters and alumni about their careers.                                                                     panel:
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Students moved through ses-sions in which they heard from presenters and were free to ask questions. Information about accreditation, education, the chal-lenges of running a business, and real-life experiences of these professionals will help students imagine what they might do after life at Otselic Valley.
New this year was a special panel
of recent graduates who provided encouragement and	PRESENTERS
ant to say ahead.
ALUMNI PANEL
file_622.png

counsel about succeeding at college. They acknowl-	Lyle Mason, Class of 1980 (paramedic and Deputy edged the challenges of college-level opportunities,        Fire Coordinator for Madison County); Lisa Huntley but shared their life experiences as guidance: take        (owner/operator of True Colors of South Otselic); college courses at OV if you can, it’s okay to change        Scott Will, Class of 2002 (auto technician, Guy’s Auto your mind and change                                                          Repair); Elyse Roalef, Class of 2011 (owner, Revive your major, manage your                                                          Massage Therapy, Sherburne); Ricardo Grisolini time, rely on the syllabus                                                          (Conservation Police Officer with DEC State Police (the document given out                                                          in Madison County, Region 7); James Dapson (Shift at the beginning of a                                                          Supervisor, 911 Operations for the county); Johanna course that outlines what                                                          Fuller (Assistant Chief Radiation Therapist, Upstate will be covered as well as                                                          Medical University); Cassandra Mackrell (RN, homework, exams, and                                                          Cortland Medical Center and UHS Norwich); Natalie projects), use a planner,                                                          Beckwith, Class of 1988 (Owner, NB Photography, be responsible for your                                                          South Otselic); RJ Graham, Class of 2001 (golf course own success, and don’t                                                          management, including Apple Creek, DeRuyter). stay up all night if you
keynot addres by best-
Victoria Roalef
Class of 2016: Grace Lowry
w The event began with a	Class of 2018: Whitney Hamlin, Lacy Wood, sellinge author,sbusiness	Class of 2017: Peter Kalin
challenged students
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owner, and former OV student Maggie Shayne. She	Class of 2015: Colby Van Voorhis
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to think about their futures as a treasure hunt that anyone can begin navigating right now, in the current moment. Fast clarifi-cation is available in what you notice and how you feel about
any experience you’re having, she said.
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OV FFA Brings Home
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Memorial Day

Honors from the State FFA Convention
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Otselic Valley FFA	members Jessica Comfort, Justin Graham, Aspen Grisolini, Nick Ramsdell, Joe Roodenburg, Mayga n	Roy, Austin Sherman,
Cole Warren, Paige Warren and their chaperone Mrs. Graham attended the 94th Annual New York State FFA Convention at the Syracuse On Center May 2-4, 2019. In addition to attending educational field trips and workshops, FFA members were able to network and make new friends, attended convention sessions, elect
2019-2020 NYS FFA Officers and win honors!
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Paige Warren was elected to be FFA District #4 President! Joe Roodenburg received his Empire Degree based on his SAE where he restored his Allis Chalmers WD 45 tractor! Justin Graham received a $2000 scholarship to Morrisville State College based on his goats SAE and FFA participation! Cole Warren
competed for a free FFA jacket and won! Respectfully submitted, Aspen Grisolini, FFA Reporter
 Essay Contest Winners Every year the American Legion Post 973 in South
Otselic sponsors a student essay contest for Memorial Day, and this year we again have six winners. Their thoughtful writing was appreciated by the judges, and most were able to read their essays at the Memorial Day ceremony held at the cemetery.
Congratulations to our student writers who reminded us of the meaning of Memorial Day, and remembered those who lost their lives in service to their country.
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FIFTH GRADE—Kayle Mott, 1st place; Jacob Depew, 2nd place; Josie Guernsey, 3rd place
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SIXTH GRADE—Carlie Golden, 1st place; Dallas Petrick, 2nd place; Gracie Rooker, 3rd place


Baby Chicks
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“The Pre-K class has been anx-	in a habitat that was more like a palace. CountryMax iously awaiting the arrival of our	stores loaned Otselic Valley a warm, spacious incuba-baby chicks!” Mrs. Whorrall told	tor, complete with a window that allowed students us. “Twenty-one days ago, we	to watch chicks without disturbing them. Other put the eggs into the incubator.	partners include 4-H,
Since then we’ve learned a lot:	who provided the eggs we’ve read stories about eggs and	for our projects. Thank chicks, we have talked about the	you, everyone. incubator, and we also know that             The small birds will
the chicks use an egg tooth to help them get out of the        be going home with an egg. We are so lucky to be able to bring these real-life        Otselic Valley family science and nature experiences into our classroom!”        who can continue rais-While some grades studied embryology in the class-        ing them. Coming soon:
room, all students had a chance to watch chicks grow	turkey embryology!
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Movement Pathways Installed
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Otselic Valley added two movement pathways to             Ms. Lorrie Paul designed and installed a movement our school this school year: one in the Pre-K–2nd        path for quick breaks in the Pre-K–2nd grade hallway, grade hallway, and another in the hallway outside        with help from Mrs. Davis. “This path has been ben-the art room. At first glance these pathways look        eficial for our youngest students who feel frustrated or like simple decals on the floor, but a closer look and        overwhelmed in class and would benefit from a break,” a conversation with Ms. Lorrie Paul, Otselic Valley’s        she said. “Having it located just outside the classrooms occupational therapy assistant, reveals much more.        allows for a quick transition back to important academic work, too. Other students use the pathway as a means
to develop motor skills. This pathway was installed in November and has seen daily use since then.”
Ms. Blake also asked for a pathway to be installed in her hallway. This one is a mindfulness walk in the shape of an infinity loop, with stations where activities can be completed. This path is available for all students and staff who feel the need for a break.
“In occupational therapy we work to help all stu-dents learn to self-regulate so as to be available for learning,” Ms. Paul explained. “The pathways promote
file_632.png

A movement path provides cues for action in a        proprioceptive input, colorful, creative, and playful way, Ms. Paul tells        bilateral skills, and us. When using the path, students move their        crossing midline activi-bodies while developing motor skills like balance,        ties to facilitate brain coordination, spatial awareness, midline crossing,        development. The paths and problem solving.                                                            are made of removable Movement pathways can be equally effective for        vinyl with shapes die cut kids who need to increase their energy, and those        from a circuit machine. who need to calm and organize their bodies: they        Many thanks to Mrs. serve as brain breaks throughout the day.                       Davis and Ms. Blake for Movement pathways get the blood pumping,        helping to design, Mr. and their use helps children sit still and focus        Winn for supporting the for longer periods of time in the classroom. Some        decision to install, and
students gain the ability to better regulate their	custodial staff for the care they take with our beautiful bodies through purposeful movement.	building and these pathways.”
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RATING DAY


U.S. History & Government


English Language Arts

Transition Exam in Global History & Geography



Geometry



Physical Setting/ Chemistry


11:30 AM

11:30 AM

11:30 AM

11:30 AM

11:30 AM

11:30 AM



Living Environment


Algebra I

Physical Setting/Earth Science


Algebra II



Physical Setting/Physics



Uniform Admission Deadlines:	Morning Examinations: 10:00 AM	Afternoon Examinations: 2:00 PM
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Make A Joyful Noise
Student musicians and singers in grades 4-12 welcomed spring with a concert repertoire that was both fun and familiar. Two bands and two choruses together revealed their hard work and increasing mastery of their instru-ments and their voices. The music took us to Hogwarts, the beach, and beyond. Student performers also demonstrated rising levels of performance etiquette: did you notice how the band musicians both carried their instruments and entered the stage with such care and poise? This self-control and good performance manners will help them always, in every setting. Our graduating seniors will be the first to use their skills, and we know they will shine. Thank you, Mr. Decker and Mr. Scott, for your wonderful musical direction. Thank you to all who came to listen to the performance, and to see the beautiful art show exhibited around the MPR.
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Honor Society Inductees Congratulations to new members of the
National Honor Society and National Junior Honor Society chapters at Otselic Valley. Students selected regularly demonstrate excellence in scholarship, leadership, character, service, and citizenship. They join the estimated 1 million members in 50 states who participate in this exemplary national organization.
In the National Honor Society, new initiates Payton Guernsey, Alexis Hazzard, Lily Lyon, Victoria Reichard, Morgan Smith, Paige Warren, and Alexus White join current members Cassie Agren, Andy Collins, Jessica Comfort, Justin Graham, Madison Davis, Maddisyn Mackrell, Kyle Ossont, Jolanda Ponce, Summer Sergent and Brynley Smith.
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In the National Junior Honor Society, new initi-ates Jacob Bunting, Braeden Davis, Mackenzie DuBois, Alexis Learned, Levi Learned, Rachel Loomis, Susannah Lyon, Cirie Marshall, Lea Marshall, Kevin Purtell, Cole Warren, Cassidy Will, and Paige Will join current members Tori Foster, Walfre Merida, Conner Ossont, Marianne Pearson, Emily Smith, and Ellie Wood.
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Great Job!
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Reading Corner
Tucked into the intersection of the elementary school hall-	If we make a mistake, we will reread and fix ways, there’s a magical new place just waiting for readers. A	our mistake. If we just keep going, please convenient, shared reading corner is now open!	stop us and ask if it made sense.”
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Not only does the	You can ask the adults who’ve enjoyed spot serve a practi-        being read to: these students are growing cal purpose, but it’s        into excellent readers, and time in the whim-as visually rich as a        sical, magical reading corner has made the beautifully illustrated        process extra special. Thank you everybody. picture book. There are
two brightly painted chairs, a step stool, book shelf, plant, art-work on the walls, and
a cozy rug, all donated and made beautiful by volunteers. The idea came from an online find by Mrs. Stacie Morse,
but it became real over spring recess through great effort by many in the community, guided by the thoughtful direction of Mrs. Wendy Roodenburg.
“You can’t help but smile when you see it,” said Mrs. Roodenburg. “It’s a special place.”
It’s extra special when it actively supports young readers. To encourage that, Mrs. Davis placed a basket filled with book bags outside her classroom, and invited staff to stop in any time to choose a book and be read to by a Kindergarten student.
Mrs. Davis explained: “We are learning to read. We might get stuck. Please don’t tell us the word. We have strategies to help us figure it out. We just need time. We are working on listening to ourselves to make sure what we are reading makes sense.

